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Hand in on:Name:

B: Listing' doing' words
Write down at
least 5 'doing'
words (verbs) for
each picture, that
come to mind as
you look at these
pictures.

Timetaken, D

A: Number facts
Try not to use a calculator. Have someone time

how lons it takes 
#: i#;"rd 

this time in the

Adding & Subtracting
56+ 14=
74 + 21 =
27 +77 =
49+53=
21 - 19 =
76-63=
53-48=
BB-28=

& DividingMultiplying
9. lx2-
10. J x 5 -
11. 3 x 6 =
12. /x 6 -
13. $ x J =
14. $x-/=
15. 10 + l=
16. 27 * 3 -
17. 24*$=
18. $ + 2-
19. 21 + 3 =
20. 60+$=

C: Greating number Patterns
Exampte: Starting with 5, work out the next 5 numbers by adding 4 to each new

answer. 5, 9, 13, 17, 21, 25

Find the next 5 numbers for each number pattern.

1. Start with 5, then add 3 to each new answer.
5, t """"""t t ""

2. Start with 3, then add 10 to each new answer.
3, , """"""'

3. Start with B, then add 7 to each new answer.
8, t """"""r t ""

4. Start with 25, then subtract2 from each new answer.
25, ,""""""' '""""""1

5. Start with 2, then multiply by 4 each new answer.
2, t "" "t """"""t

Do you have any

spelling words
to learn this week?
Yes / No (circle one)

E: Synonyms
Give a word similar in meaning to ...
1 . ancient .

2. broad
3. feeble
4. odour
5. powerful
6. Write sentences using 3 of these words

to show that you understand their
meanlngs.

D: Alphabetical order
In your homework book, list
these words in alphabetical
order; ,iltl

before, bent,k2
belt, behave, beside, being,

beneath, beauty

Write sentences using 3 of
these words to show You

understand their meanings.

F: Magic square
Fill in the missing numbers in

this magic square.

4 9
9

9

G: Galculating costs
Look at the prices of these items and work out
the cost per kilogram.

3 kg costs

1. Cheese
$ . Perkg

2. Green peppers
$ Per kg

3. Mushrooms

,, ,*n
costs
$3.80

Have you spent
some time this week

learning or revising your

basic number
facts?

Yes / No (circle one)

Have you read a

book or part of a
book this week,

just for FUN?
Yes / No (circle one)
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